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Тест So, Such
Напишите so или such

1. He was ____ a wonderful person in so many ways.

2. The choices ____ wide?

3. Never would she have guessed ____ a lavish home existed in these rustic 
mountains.

4. My father made holes in these ____ that I could string them, and for a long time they 
kept me happy and contented.

5. With Yancey's kind, there's no ____ thing as a mild emotion, neither in anger nor in 
love.

6. What did Giddon do to afford ____ finery?

7. But now, good wanderers, your luncheon is on the table, ____ please sit down and 
eat as much as you like.

8. After awhile the need of some means of communication became ____ urgent that 
these outbursts occurred daily, sometimes hourly.

9. Search engines ____ as Google exist to solve this problem.

10. They are not ____ poor calculators.

11. It is a secret the bears do not know, and we people of Voe usually walk upon the 
water when we travel, and ____ escape our enemies.

12. On the other hand, maybe he was simply surprised that Alondra would want ____ a 
tame life.

13. Well, Prince, ____ Genoa and Lucca are now just family estates of the Buonapartes.

14. Eureka stuck up her nose at ____ food, but the tiny piglets squealed delightedly at 
the sight of the crackers and ate them up in a jiffy.

15. On peering out all they could see was rolling banks of clouds, ____ thick that they 
obscured all else.

16. Many of them were ____ tame that they would eat from my hand and let me feel 
them.

17. In Persia we do not have ____ feasts.

18. It was so nice to be treated with ____ respect.

19. It's ____ warm down here.

20. I love you ____ much.
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Ответы на тест so, such

1. such

2. so

3. such

4. so

5. such

6. such

7. so

8. so

9. such

10. such

11. so

12. such

13. so

14. such

15. so

16. so

17. such

18. such

19. so

20. so
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